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Abstract. Let (Mn, g) ( n 2: 3) be a Riemannian manifold with metric g.
If its projective Ricci tensor P satisfies the condition

= 2A(X)P(Y, Z) + A(Y)P(X, Z) + A(Z)P(Y, X)
where A is a nonzero I-form, g(X, p) = A(X) for every vector field X and
(\7 xP)(Y, Z)

\7 denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with respect tog, then
the manifold will be called a Pseudo-Projective Ricci symmetric manifold
and such an n-dimensional manifold will be denoted by (PWRS),.. In this
paper it is shown that the scalar curvature of a (PWRS)n is a nonzero
constant and its Ricci curvature in the direction of pis!:... Further, several
n
properties of such a manifold are established.

Introduction
In a previous paper [l] M. C. Chaki introduced and studied a type of non-flat Ricmannian manifold (Mn, g) (n 2: 3) whose Ricci tensor S of type (0, 2) ('t 0) satisfies
the condition

(Y'xS)(Y, Z)

= 2A(X)S(Y, Z) + A(Y)S(X, Z) + A(Z)S(Y, X)

(1)

where A is a nonzero 1-form, X, Y , Z are any vector field and V' denotes the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric g. Such a manifold is called
Pseudo-Ricci symmetric , A is its associated 1-form and an n-dimensional manifold
of this kind is denoted by (PRS)n. Stating the object of this paper we recall that
the projective curvature tensor·W in a Riemannian manifold (Mn,g) (n 2: 2) is
defined by [2]

W(X, Y, Z)

= R(X, Y, Z) -

1
[S(Y, Z)X - S(X, Z)Y]
n-1
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where R is the Riemann curvatmc tensor. From lhis tensor liV a symmetric tensor
P of type (0, 2) can be obtai11ed ilS follows:

P(X, Y)

:=

vV(X, e;' e;) Y)

I

(3)

where

'W(X, Y, Z , U) = g(W(X, Y, Z) , U)

(4)

=

and {e;} . i
1, 2, .... n is an orlhonormal basis of the langent space at each point,
i being summed in (:I) for J ~ i ~ n.
Tltis tensor P will be ca!led the Projective H.icci tensor. ln this paper we introdnce and study a type of non-flat Hi<'ma11nian manifold (Mn, y) (n > 2), whose
projective Ricci lensor J!(=/= 0) satisfies the condition

(Y'x P)(Y, Z) :-::: 2A(X)P(Y, Z)

+ A(Y) P(X, Z) + A(Z) P(Y, X)

(5)

where A is a nonzero 1--form and \7 has the meaning already given. Such a manifold
will be called a Pseuclo-Pro.icctivc Ricci symmetric manifold, A will be called its
associated 1-form and an n-dimensional manifold of this kind will be denoled by
(PWRS)n. From (2) and (3) we gel
'/ l

= ---S(X, Y) n- 1

P(X, Y)

7'

--g(X, Y)
11.-

l

(6)

where r is th•o ~01la!' cutvature of Llte m;~.11iJold.
From (G) it fol!cw3 that a (PWRS),. is not necessarily a (PRS)n, but becomes
such if r· -= 0. I1. is therefore 11·orthwl1ilc Lo undertake the study of a ( PWRS) 11 of a
nonzero scLJlar c111·v0tt1rc. Let p be a. vector fidd satisfying the condilion
g(X, p)

= A(X)

for every vector field X.

(7)

Jn Lhis paper il is show 1t that the i;cabr c urvature r of a (P FVRS),. is constant.
<1Ild its Ricci curvrd.urc iu tl1c rJincclion of p

1'

(3) is -. l•\1rlher , iL is shown thal. if'
n

iu a (P VVHS),,, t.!ir~ relatiun R(X , Y). JJ ::-.: 0 holds, Lhen the intc[!;ral curves of the
vector iield p cannot he geodesic. Consid::ring pas a torse f«)[-rning Yeclor field and
denoting its energy

f

by

f ==

~ g(r» p)

i L is shown that the critica I po in ls off arc
I

either zeros off or ;:eros of
if th(' energy

f

if;

(,'J,

wh<?re ¢;

= ;jr>. log(A(p)).

Finally, it is shown that

constant, Lhc:1 th~ intcg(;d curves of the vector field p become

gcod<~sic.

1. Preliminaries of the Study of a (.J,MIRS),71
In this secLio11 we derive sorne form1tla-; 1vhiclt will he required rn the study of a
(PWRS),,.
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Let l and L denote respectively the symmetric endomorphisms of the tangent
space at each point corresponding to the tensors P and S. Then
g(L X , Y )

= P(X, Y )

( 1.1)

g(LX, Y )

= S(X, Y ).

(1.2)

and

From (6), (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that
n

r

n-1

n-1

(1.3)

IX= - - L X - - - X .

Contracting (1.3) we get
( 1.4)
From (5) and (1.1) it follows that

(Vxl)(Y) = 2A(X)/Y + A(Y)/X + P(X, Y)p .

(1.5)

Again, differentiating (1.3) covariantly we get
(\7y/)(X)

= _n_(\7y L )(X) -

dr(Y) X .
n-1

n-1

( 1.6)

Now, contracting (1.6) we have
(divl)(X)

n-2

= 2 (n -

l)dr(~).

(1.7)

Next, contracting (1.5) we get
(divl)(X )

= 3P(X,p).

( 1.8)

Hence from (1.7) and (1.8) it follows that
2

n-2
(n _ l) dr(X)

= 3P(X, p)

.

( 1. 9)

2. Scalar Curvature of a (PWRS)n
Contracting (1.5) otherwise we get
P(X,p)

=0 .

(2.1)

Hence from (1.9) it follows that
dr(X)
From (2.2) we conclude that

r

=0

is constant.

'.' n

>

2.

(2.2)
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By a straightforward calcul

from (6) we have
n

[R(X, Y) · P] (Z

r

P(X,p)= n-lS(X,p)- n-lg(X,p)
or
or

n

r

n-lS(X,p)=n-lg(X,p)

by(2.1)

r

S(X , p) = -g(X, p).
n

In virtue of (3.3) , the left li
llrncc

2 ((\7xA)(Y) - (\7yA(X
S(p,p)
g(p, p)

r

(2.:\)

n

Where
This means that the Ricci curvature in the direction of p (3] is

B(X

!:..n .

llence we can state the following theorem:

Putting U = pin (3.5) an

Theorem 1. The scalar curvature r of a (PWRS)n (n
r
curvature in the direction of p is - .
n

>

2) is constant and its Ricci

Next , putting Y =pin (3

3. Commutativity of the Projective Ricci Transformation and the
Curvature Transformation in a (PWRS)n
The (1-1) tensor I defined by (1.1) is a symmetric endomorphism of the tangent
space at each point corresponding to the Projective Ricci tensor P. This endomorphism will be called Projective Ricci transformation. Again it is known that
R(X, Y) is a skew-symmetric endomorphism of the ta11gent space at each point
which is called a curvature transformation . These two transformations do not, in
general, commute. In this section it is shown that if in a (PWRS)n these two
transformations commute , then the integral curves of the vector field p cannot be
geodesic.
We suppose that R(X, Y) and l commute. Then R(X , Y) · I l · R(X, Y) or

=

[R(X, Y) · l] Z

=0

B(X,

for any vector field Z .

(3.1)

From (3.8) it follows that

or
or
From (3 .9) it follows that
theorem:
Theorem 2. Ifin a (PWR
transformation commute,
geodesic.

4. The Vector Field p
In this section we suppose

Hence

R(X , Y) · I

=0 .

(3.2)

But (3.2) implies , in virtue of (1.1), the followng relation:

R(X, Y) · P

=0 .

(3.3)

where >. is a nonzero scalan
and 1-form of the vector
Using (2.1) it follows fr

.')
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By a straightforward calculation we have

= 2 [(Y'xA)(Y) -

[R(:X:, Y) · P] (Z, U)

+ [(Y'xA)(Z) + [(Y'xA)(U) -

I g(X, p)

(2.1)

- [(V'yA)(Z) - [(\i'y A)(U) -

(\i'yA)(X)] P(Z, U)
A(X)A(Z)] P(Y, U)
A(X)A(U)] P(Z, Y)
A(Y)A(Z)] P(X, U)
A(Y)A(U)] P(Z, X).

(3.4)

ln virtue of (3.3), tht> left hand side of (3.4) is zero. Hence
2 [(Y'xA)(Y) - (V'yA(X)] P(Z, U)

+ B(X, Z )P(Y, U) + B(X , V)P(Z , Y)

- B(Y, Z )P(X, U) - B(Y, V)P(Z, X)

(2.3)

= 0.

(3.5)

Where
[3] is~n

B(X, Y)

= (Y'xA(Y) -

(:3.6)

A(X)A(Y) .

Putting U =pin (3.5) and using (2.1) we get
is constant and its Ricci

B(X, p)P( Z , Y) - B(Y, p)P(Z, X)

= 0.

(3.7)

Next, putting Y =pin (3.7) and using (2.1) we have

= 0.

B( p , p)P(Z, X)

sformation and the
orphism of the tangent
ci tensor P. This en do. Again it is known that
ent space at each point
ansformations do not, in
a (PWRS)n these two
vector field p cannot be

Y) ·I

= l · R(X, Y) or

eld Z .

(3.1)

(:l.8)

From (3.8) it follows that
B(p,p) = 0

or
or

·.· P(Z,X)

= [A(p)]
2
g(p, Y'pp) = [A(p)]
2

(Y' pA)(p)

From (3 .9) it follows that V' pP
theorem:

#

0

,
.

(3 .0)

# 0, because A(p) # 0. This leads to the followng

Theorem 2. Ifin a (PWRS)n, the Projective Ricci transformation and the curvature
transformation commute, then the integral curves of the vector field p cannot be
geodesic.

4. The Vector Field p as a Torse Forming Vector Field
In this section we suppose that p is a torse forming vector field [4] given by

(3.2)

(3.3)

Y'xp

= ,\X + w(X)p

( 4. L)

where ,\ is a nonzero scalar and w is a nonzero 1-form, called respectively the scalar
and 1-form of the vector field p.
Using (2.1) it follows from (5) that
-P(Y, Y'xp)

= A(p)P(X, Y).

(4 .2)

I
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Let g(Y, ~)

In virtue of (4.1) this can be written as

-P(Y, .AX+ w(X)p)
or [.A+ A(p)] P(X, Y)
Hence

df(Y)

= A(p)P(X, Y)

=

= 0.
·: P(X, Y)

.A= -A(p)

:f:.

( 4.3)

0.

Therefore (4.1) can be written as

It follows from (5.2) th<

\lxp = -A(p)X + w(X)p.

(4.4)

df(p)

Again

(\lxA)(p)

Hence w(X)

=w(Y) l

= \lxA(p) - A(\lxp)
= \lxg(p, p) - A(\lxp)
= 2g(\lxp, p) - A(\lxp)
= 2A(\lx p) - A(\lxp)
= A(\lxp) =A [-A(p)X + w(X)p]
= -A(p)A(X) + w(X)A(p).

=
From (5.3) we concl
zeros of p 1og(A(p)). T

by( 4.4)

Theorem 4. !fin a (P
the critical points of th
of p. log(A(p)).

= (\lxA)(p) + A(X)

If, in particular, f i
we can write (4.4) as f

A(p)

or

w(X)

=
=
=
=

= 21 xiog(A(p)) + A(X ).

(4.5)
Putting X

= p in (5.4)

In view of (4.3) and (4.5) we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 3. If in a (PWRS)n, the vector field pis a torse forming vector field, then

its scalar A and 1-formw are given by A= -A(p) and w(X)

= ~Xlog(A(p))+A(X)

respectively.

Hence we can state the
Theorem 5. If in a (P
the energy f of p is co
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5. Energy of the Vector Field p when it is Torse Forming
To the vector field p we attach the real C

f

1

00

function

= 2g(p,p).

f defined by
(5.1)

This function is called the energy function of the vector field p. In this section some
properties off will be obtained.
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Let g(Y, ~)

= w(Y) for any vector field
df(Y)

Y)

7

Y . From (5 .1) we get

1
= Yf = Y"2g(p
, p) = g(\lyp , p)

+ w(Y)p, p]
= Ag (Y , p) + w(Y)g(p, p)
= Ag(Y , p) + w(Y)2f

= g [AY

(5.2)

= Ag(Y , p)+g( Y ,~)2f

(4.3)

= g(Y, Ap) + g(Y, 2/0 = g(Ap + 2f~, Y ).
It follows from (5.2) that
(4.4)

df(p)

= g(Ap + 2JC p )
= Ag (p , p) + 2fg(~, p)
= 2v + 2fw(p)
= 2 [A+ w(p)] f = 2 21 log(A( p))f
= (plog(A(p))] f.

(5.3)
by ( 4.5)

From (5.3) we conclude that the critical points off [5] are either zeros off or
zeros of plog(A( p) ). This leads to t he folioing theorem:

by( 4.4)

Theorem 4. If in a (PWRS)n, the vector field p given by (7) is torse forming, then
the criti ca l points of the energy f of the vector field p are either zeros off or zeros
of p. log(A(p)).
.
If, in particular, f is constant, it follows from (4.5) that w(X)
we can write ( 4.4) as follows:

).

(4.5)

formin g vector field, then
) = 1xl og(A(p))+A(X)

2

Hence

= -A(p)X + A(X)p .

(5.4)

= -A(p)p + A( p)p = 0.

(5.5)

Vxp
Putting X

heorem:

= A(X ).

= p in (5.4) we get
V pP

Hence we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If in a (PWRS)n, the vector field p given by (7) is torse forming and
the energy f of p is constant, t hen the integral curves of p are geodesic.
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